Sa Sa Garners “Best Investment Value Award for Hong Kong Listed
Companies under Stock Connect” from the Securities Times
(22 October 2018 – HONG KONG) Sa Sa International Holdings Limited (‘Sa Sa’ or the ‘Group’,
stock code: 0178), is pleased to announce that the Group has garnered the “Best Investment Value
Award for Hong Kong Listed Companies under Stock Connect” at the “2018 Gold Wing Awards” on
19 October. Presented by the Securities Times, this accolade recognises Sa Sa’s outstanding
performance in business operations and creating investment returns throughout the years.
Dr Simon Kwok, SBS, JP, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Sa Sa, said, “We are honored
and proud to be recognised by the investment community in Hong Kong and China for our
outstanding performance. Sa Sa has indeed delivered resilient performance and growth over
various economic cycles, creating value for our shareholders. The launch of the Hong Kong Section
of the Express Railway Link and the upcoming opening of Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau bridge, along
with various supportive policies and infrastructure projects within the Greater Bay Area, will
facilitate the flow of people and long-term economic growth in the region, as well as Sa Sa’s
development in the long run. The Group will continue to leverage the rising opportunities in the
future and offer diversified quality and reasonably-priced products to our customers going forward,
so as to drive business growth and create sustainable value for shareholders.”
Organised by the Securities Times, the “Gold Wing Awards – Most Valuable Hong Kong Listed
Company under Stock Connect” aims to recognise the most valuable listed companies under the
Stock Connect in the investment community in order to foster collaboration and communications
between the mainland China and Hong Kong stock markets. The award-winning companies are
selected and ranked by professional judging panel and investors by means of online voting, based
on the company’s operating income, profit growth rate, turnover rate, return on investment etc.
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